
Ergil Group Closure, Pig Launchers and Receivers
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height="53" /></a>Rhino Process Equipment Team, know very well the importance of pipeline
pigging, and a good pigging system is a must for the operation of pipelines. The skid mounted
complete pigging consists of all the elements, pig launcher or receiver, trolley, crane, and drain
box, that you need for pipeline pigging. Rhino is capable of providing mobile or portable skid
mounted pig launcher and receivers for pipelines of any size and pressure ratings. Rhino
provides complete solutions for your pipeline related jobs, such as cleaning, drying, testing and
displacement. Easy to use Rhino launchers and receivers can be used almost all kind of
applications. Rhino pig launchers and pig receivers can be designed to accommodate scraper
pigs, sphere pigs or "smart" pigs, or any combination of the three.</p>  <h2>PIG LAUNCHERS
AND RECEIVERS</h2>  <p><img alt="Rhinologo"
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<h3>Product Benefits & Key Features</h3>  <ul style="list-style-type: square;">  <li>Easy to
use and install.</li>  <li>You do not need a special tool or experience to install the pig handling
system.</li>  <li>Rhino� pig receiver and launcher is made of corrosion resistant materials with
long life duration.</li>  <li>Rhino� offers spare parts for all of its products during
maintenance.</li>  <li>Rhino� closures come with the two different choice of seals that is
resistant to high pressure and prevent leakages.</li>  <li>Designed to ASME B31.4 , ASME
B31.8 and ASME Section VIII Div. 1 Codes</li>  <li>All pig receiver and launcher comes with
the appropriate Rhino� pig indicator.</li>  <li>All pig receiver and launcher comes with the
appropriate Rhino� closures.</li>  <li>All pig receiver and launcher comes with the sand
blasted and primer coated and color of your choice.</li>  <li>All welds are 100% inspected and
tested</li>  <li>All pig receiver and launcher are hydrostatically tested.</li>  </ul>  <p><a
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/></p>  <p><strong>StorageTech</strong>�, an Ergil Group brand, promises to provide
complete solutions for storage tank terminals for oil, gas, power, construction, and chemical
industries. StorgeTech mainly focuses on manufacturing of various kinds of storage tank
equipment.</p>  <p><strong>StorageTech</strong>�, product line includes but not limited
to:</p>  <ul style="list-style-type: square;">  <li>Breather valves,</li>  <li>Pressure and vacuum
vent valves,</li>  <li>Weight loaded devices</li>  <li>Gauge hatches</li>  <li>Manhole
covers</li>  <li>Flame & Detonation arresters,</li>  <li>Fire-fighting systems,</li>  <li>Heating
coils,</li>  <li>Suction heaters and suction pipes,</li>  <li>External and internal floating
roofs.</li>  </ul>  <p></p>  <br />  
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